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A B S T R A C T

Introduction: Patients with resistant hypertension (RH) have a high risk of developing cardiovascular events; therefore, new therapeutic approaches to better control blood pressure may be useful in improving cardiovascular outcomes. The prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is very high among patients with RH. Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) has been shown to be an effective treatment for reducing blood pressure in patients with RH. Nevertheless, the long-term effect of CPAP treatment on cardiovascular outcomes has not been explored.

The main objective of the SARAH study is to assess the impact of OSA and its treatment on cardiovascular outcomes (morbidity and mortality) in patients with RH.

Methods: This study is a multi-center, prospective, observational cohort study. A total of 1371 patients with RH will be enrolled in the study and followed once a year for five years. At inclusion, ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and a sleep study will be performed in all subjects. Socio-demographic, clinical and cardiovascular variables will be collected at baseline and follow-up. Subsequently, subjects with OSA will be managed according to local standard practice. Based on the OSA diagnosis and its treatment, three cohorts of subjects with RH will be defined: non-OSA, treated OSA and non-treated OSA.

Conclusions: This study will contribute to elucidating the long-term impact of OSA treatments on blood pressure control and cardiovascular outcomes in patients with RH. These results will contribute to improving the cardiovascular prognosis of patients with RH.

© 2018 SEPAR. Published by Elsevier España, S.L.U. All rights reserved.
**Introducción:** Los pacientes con hipertensión resistente (HR) tienen un elevado riesgo de desarrollar eventos cardiovasculares; así, las nuevas estrategias terapéuticas para el control de la presión arterial podrían ser útiles para mejorar los resultados cardiovasculares. La prevalencia de la apnea obstructiva del sueño (AOS) es muy elevada entre los pacientes con HR. Se ha demostrado que la presión positiva continua en la vía aérea (CPAP) constituye un tratamiento efectivo para reducir la presión arterial en pacientes con HR. Sin embargo, todavía no se han estudiado los efectos a largo plazo del tratamiento con CPAP sobre los resultados cardiovasculares. El principal objetivo del estudio SARAH es evaluar el impacto de la AOS y su tratamiento en los resultados cardiovasculares (morbilidad y mortalidad) en pacientes con HR.

**Métodos:** Este es un estudio observacional prospectivo multicéntrico en el que se incluirán 1.371 pacientes con HR, a los cuales se les realizará seguimiento una vez al año durante 5 años. En el momento de la inclusión se realizará a todos los pacientes monitorización ambulatoria de la presión arterial (MAPA), así como un estudio de sueño. Se recogerán las variables sociodemográficas, clínicas y cardiovasculares tanto al inicio del estudio como durante el seguimiento. Posteriormente, los individuos con AOS serán tratados de acuerdo con la práctica clínica estándar de cada centro. Se definirán 3 grupos en función del diagnóstico de AOS y su tratamiento: sin AOS; con AOS en tratamiento, con AOS sin tratar.

**Conclusiones:** Este estudio contribuirá a averiguar el impacto a largo plazo del tratamiento de la AOS en el control de la presión arterial y los resultados cardiovasculares en pacientes con HR. Asimismo, estos resultados contribuirán a mejorar el pronóstico cardiovascular de los pacientes con HR.

---

**Introducción**

Según la American Heart Association, la resistencia arterial (RA) es definida como una condición clínica en la que la presión arterial (PA) se mantiene por encima de los límites normales, a pesar de medidas de estilo de vida y tratamiento farmacológico. Los pacientes con RA tienen un riesgo aumentado de enfermedad cardiovascular (ECV), que incluye eventos cardiovasculares, como infarto del miocardio, accidente cerebrovascular y muerte cardiovascular. Los estudios demuestran que, a pesar de la reducción sostenida de la PA, la RA persiste en al menos el 7% de los pacientes tratados. Además, la presión arterial sistólica (PAS) y diastólica (PAD) elevadas persisten en el 40% de los pacientes con RA. La presencia de RA se asocia con un aumento del riesgo de enfermedad cardiovascular y de muerte cardiovascular, independientemente del nivel de la PA. Además, la RA está asociada con el desarrollo de enfermedades clínicas, como enfermedades del corazón, enfermedades cerebrovasculares y enfermedades renales.

Por lo tanto, el objetivo principal del estudio SARAH es evaluar el impacto de la AOS y su tratamiento en los resultados cardiovasculares (morbilidad y mortalidad) en pacientes con HR. Este estudio proporcionará información valiosa para la identificación y el manejo de la AOS en pacientes con HR, lo que puede ayudar a mejorar el pronóstico cardiovascular de estos pacientes.
Table 1
Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria
- Patients diagnosed with RH according to the AHA guidelines
- Patients aged 18–75 years
- Patients who provide informed consent

Exclusion criteria
- RH secondary to other causes
- Any process that limits the life expectancy to less than one year
- Previously diagnosed with OSA and currently receiving active treatment

Abbreviations: AHA, American Heart Association; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; RH, resistant hypertension.

Design and population

This multi-center, prospective, observational, cohort study includes 1371 subjects with RH. Participants will be recruited consecutively in the Hypertension or Nephrology Unit of each participating center.

The estimated duration of the study is 7 years (the recruitment is expected to be completed in two years). The study is led by the coordinating center (Hospital Arnau de Vilanova–Hospital Santa Maria, Lleida), which has the overall responsibility for the study design and follow-up.

RH will be diagnosed based on the American Heart Association guidelines and confirmed by 24 h of ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM). Patients who meet all inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion criteria will be invited to participate in the study (Table 1). All enrolled will undergo a sleep test using either polysomnography (PSG) or a respiratory polygraph (RP). Apnea is defined as an absence or reduction of airflow of at least 90% of airflow lasting ≥ 10 s. Hypopnea is defined as a reduction in airflow (30-90%) lasting > 10 s associated with arousal or oxygen desaturation (considered a decrease in oxygen saturation (SaO₂) ≥ 4%). The Apnea Hypopnea Index (AHI) is defined as the number of apneas plus hypopneas per hour of sleep or recording, depending on whether the PSG or RP is used, respectively. According to the AHI, OSA will be classified as mild (AHI 5–14), moderate (AHI 15–29) or severe (AHI ≥ 30).19 Treatment recommendations will be based on the guidelines of each country according to usual clinical practice.

The study will consider 3 cohorts distributed as follows: (i) non-OSA (patients without OSA); (ii) treated OSA (patients who are treated with CPAP or a mandibular advancement device or who have undergone surgery) and (iii) non-treated OSA (because of a medical decision, refusal of treatment or intolerance/poor adherence). The general framework of the SARAH project is shown in Fig. 1.

Patient follow-up

All patients will be evaluated at baseline, and a minimum follow-up of 5 years has been established. During the follow-up period, an annual programmed visit will be conducted for all participants.

Study variables and data collection

The following variables will be collected at baseline: (i) sociodemographic characteristics; (ii) clinical variables: toxic habits, comorbidity, BP, pharmacological treatment related to hypertension, and therapeutic compliance; (iii) variables related to OSA: PSG or RP variables, Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) and other symptoms; (iv) quality of life (EuroQol-5D) and costs; (v) fasting blood and urine samples and 24-h urine analysis; and (vi) asymptomatic organ damage. Blood and urine samples will be obtained with the support of IRB-Lleida Biobank (B.0000682) and Biobanks’ Platform PT13/0010/0014. More detailed information regarding the recorded variables is provided in the supplemental material.

In each follow-up visit, blood and urine samples will be obtained, and anthropometric data, BP variables, the use of antihypertensive treatments (number of drugs and compliance) and the incidence of new cardiovascular events will be assessed. Moreover, patients treated with CPAP will be monitored for compliance. The degree of compliance will be determined by dividing the number of hours of use (obtained from the internal clock of the CPAP device) by the number of days of treatment. Adequate compliance is defined as CPAP use > 4 h/day.

Additionally, costs will be recorded at every visit. Direct costs will be estimated based on the clinical records of each participating center using standard fees provided by the corresponding Department of Health in each of the study areas.

Clinical outcomes

The primary outcome will be a composite of the cardiovascular endpoints of death from any cardiovascular cause, cardiac events (non-fatal myocardial infarction, heart failure, atrial fibrillation, or hospitalization for unstable angina), cerebrovascular events (non-fatal stroke and transient ischemic attack (TIA)), hypertensive crises and emergencies, peripheral arteriopathy or revascularization procedures. These outcomes will be collected from the subjects’ interviews at each yearly follow-up visit in the office and from computed medical records. All cardiovascular events will be independently evaluated by two physicians to establish a diagnosis. In cases with a disagreement, a third external physician will assess the case. The date of each event will be recorded. Other secondary endpoints, such as kidney disease and all-cause death, will also be assessed.

A more detailed description of the outcome variables that will be assessed is provided in the supporting information (see “Methodology” section).

Sample size calculation

The inclusion of 1,029 OSA patients with RH achieves a 80% of statistical power (β = 0.2) to detect a reduction of at least 35% in the incident/recurrent cardiovascular events at 5-year follow-up in OSA treated patients vs OSA non-treated patients. We assume an incident/recurrent cardiovascular event rate at 5-year follow-up of 25% for non-treated OSA patients, an anticipated dropout rate of 5% and the proportion of OSA patients expected to be treated with CPAP is around 65%.20

To detect significant differences in cardiovascular outcomes relative risk between OSA and non-OSA patients, we will include a
control group of 342 non-OSA patients. We assume a 12% incident/recurrent cardiovascular event rate at 5-year follow-up in the non-OSA patients and a dropout rate of 5%.1

An interim analysis is planned to be performed when half of the sample of each group had completed the 5 years follow-up to test the main hypothesis, it is, to compare the incidence/recurrence of cardiovascular events applying a significance level of 0.003, which has been penalized using the O’Brien-Fleming method to maintain a global type I error of 5%.

Statistical analysis

First, a comparability analysis among the three groups (non-OSA, treated OSA and non-treated OSA groups) will be performed with respect to clinical and anthropometric, biochemical, and baseline OSA-related variables. For this purpose, means and standard deviations, as well as medians and interquartile ranges for quantitative variables and the absolute frequencies and percentages for qualitative variables. Parametric (ANOVA) or non-parametric (Kruskal–Wallis) tests will be used to compare quantitative variables between groups, depending on the distribution of the variables (if a normal distribution is assumed, a parametric test will be performed). For qualitative variables, the chi-squared test will be used to compare differences between groups, unless the expected frequencies below are less than 5, in which case, the Fisher test will be preferred. The Benjamini–Hochberg (“BH” or its alias false discovery rate (“fdr”)) correction for multiple tests will be used as appropriate whenever comparisons between pairs of groups are performed. Second, Kaplan–Meier curves and a log-rank test will be used to assess the relationship between the time to the development of a new cardiovascular event (incident or recurrence) with each one of the qualitative variables and the tertiles of the quantitative variables, both independently and combined with the group definition, thus allowing for a possible interaction between OSA and its treatment. Third, the time to the development of a new cardiovascular event (incident or recurrence) will be analyzed by considering non-cardiovascular deaths as competing risks in a Fine and Gray model and in a case-specific multivariate regression model. All variables showing a significant contribution to the model and variables showing a confounding effect over other significant contributing variables in the model will be included. The interactions among each of these variables and the group (non-OSA, treated OSA and non-treated OSA group) will be assessed and included in the model if significant. When multiple interactions with the group are observed, a stratified regression analysis for each group will be performed. Finally, the same analytical strategy will be used to model the time until cardiovascular death. Overall survival will be modeled by fitting a Cox proportional-hazards regression model. All analyses will be performed with the R package, using a significance level of \( \alpha = 0.05 \).

An interim analysis of the results will be performed when half of the targeted numbers of patients have completed the five-year follow-up. The results may lead to the discontinuation of the study if either (i) statistically significant results (implying a greater than hypothesized effect of OSA diagnosis and treatment) are observed or (ii) the results do not reach the expected magnitude (regardless of whether they are statistically significant) and a continuation of the study would clearly be insufficient to detect any significant differences in cardiovascular outcomes among the groups. For this analysis, the main hypothesis will be tested using a threshold for significance of 0.003 with the O’Brien-Fleming method to calculate this penalization of the p-value, which maintains a global type I error of 5%.

Cost analysis

Upon completion of the follow-up study, a cost-effectiveness analysis will be performed. The aim of this analysis is to compare the effectiveness ratios among study groups and to compare the cost of health care utilization between two years before and after the beginning of the study for the study groups. The costs will be estimated based on the clinical records of each participating center and standard fees provided by the corresponding Department of Health in each of the study areas. Direct costs will be recorded in a costs questionnaire at baseline and at each follow-up visit and the overall costs will be computed. Only direct costs will be considered. Analyses will include an estimation of the quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) gained. Costs incurred by each group will be evaluated based on the effectiveness of the provided health care related to the above-mentioned primary outcome (a composite of CV endpoints) using Bayesian cost-effectiveness techniques.

Ethical considerations

The study will be managed according to the guidelines and principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and standard ethical conduct for research involving humans. Moreover, the study will also guarantee the Protection of Personal Data (Law 15/1999-Spanish Government) during the study. It will preserve the confidentiality of the participating subjects, and the protection of their information will be guaranteed. The Ethics and Clinical Research Committees of all participating centers have approved this study. All study subjects will provide informed consent before participating in the study. This study is registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (Identifier: NCT03002558).

Trial organization

The coordinating center (Hospital Arnau de Vilanova-Hospital Santa María, Lleida) will elaborate the protocol to standardize the procedures and data collection and will train participating personnel in methods to implement these protocols.

The center will provide instructions for entering data into a specific database, guaranteeing the data protection.

The SARAH study has a clinical events committee (CEC) that will be responsible for evaluating all reported primary and secondary outcomes.

Justification of the study design and limitations

There are previous published studies reporting BP reductions with CPAP treatment in patients with RH and OSA.14,16,17,22,23 Moreover, there is also evidence that reductions in systolic blood pressure could lead to a decrease of cardiovascular risk.24 Therefore, based on the existing literature, it would be unethical to perform a randomized trial and that is why an observational cohort design was considered.

It is important to note that the previously published studies evaluated the effect of CPAP on BP reduction at short-term without any follow-up period longer than 6 months. Thus, there is a lack of studies evaluating the effects on BP at long-term and the impact of CPAP treatment on cardiovascular outcomes. Therefore, the SARAH study will fill this existing gap involving a large number of patients and with a long follow-up.

Moreover, the observational design will allow for “real life” results, not biased by any special procedures beyond the standard care provided in each center and it will be more feasible to extrapolate the results to the clinical practice.

The observational design presents limitations that deserve mention. First, two different methods for the OSA diagnosis are used.
Nevertheless both methods are validated and implemented in clinical practice. Second, OSA patients who refused CPAP treatment will be considered into the non-treated group, regardless, these patients could have a different profile form those in whom treatment is not offered.

Relevance of the study

This prospective observational multi-center study aims to assess the impact of OSA and its treatment on cardiovascular outcomes in patients with RH. Significant impacts on two different areas are expected.

On one hand, the SARAH study will shed light on the clinical implications of the association between RSA and RH and will assess the impact of OSA treatment on cardiovascular outcomes. According to several studies and meta-analyses, CPAP treatment improves BP control in patients with both hypertension and OSA, although the effect is mild. However, in patients with RH, CPAP treatment has yielded a significant decrease in BP.25,26 Nevertheless, most of these studies evaluated BP over a short period and did not perform a long-term evaluation.19 Furthermore, the use of a greater number of antihypertensive medications, even in patients with good BP control, did not ameliorate the long-term risk of adverse cardiovascular events in a cohort study.20 Therefore, the implementation of non-pharmacological strategies that simultaneously reduce BP and act through different mechanisms may be helpful in improving outcomes.

On the other hand, this study will also contribute to the identification of epigenetic profiles and clinical, biological and polygraphic variables with value in predicting cardiovascular outcomes in patients with both RH and OSA. Thus, individuals who are more susceptible to developing cardiovascular events would be able to be identified. Therefore, the SARAH study will also contribute to the validation and development of new tools to predict the BP response to CPAP treatment in patients with RH and will enable the development of new tools that might influence the management of patients with RH in daily clinical practice.

Despite the reported association between RSA and RH and the described short-term effect of CPAP treatment on BP, the diagnosis of OSA in these patients is not standardized. Thus, acceptance of the relevance of the results of the SARAH study should influence clinical practice and might consequently require changes in the current recommendations and guidelines for the diagnostic assessment and treatment of patients with RH.
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